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The fantasy action RPG starring characters from two separate worlds and an epic story. A Vast World A vast world where open fields with a variety of situations and huge dungeons with complex and three-dimensional designs are seamlessly connected. As you explore, the joy of discovering unknown and
overwhelming threats await you, leading to a high sense of accomplishment. Player Customization In addition to customizing the appearance of your character, you can freely combine the weapons, armor, and magic that you equip. You can develop your character according to your play style, such as increasing
your muscle strength to become a strong warrior, or mastering magic. Epic Dramatic Story A multilayered story told in fragments. An epic drama in which the various thoughts of the characters intersect in the Lands Between. ＜Character System＞ When you enter the Lands Between, you are given an Elden Ring:
a Great Ring that can bring characters from the Lands Between to life. The Elden Ring is the foundation of our entire game. By use of this ring, you can choose your character's skills, traits, and combat skills, and create your own unique look. When the Elden Ring is active, your stats will increase as your abilities
and skills change. You can choose from a wide range of skills and traits to customize your character. Elden Lords Elden lords are rare individuals whose power is on par with the Avatar. By using their advanced skills and special traits, they can wield great power. Using the Elden Ring, you can obtain an Elden
Lord and enter the Lands Between. Characters Choose between three races that each have their own unique capabilities. Alliance A Race of Warriors, Chosen by the Gods The Alliance was formerly a part of the Vyrn Scion's army. Relying on valor and devotion, they are currently the only race that has set up its
own Kingdom. By use of their natural skills, they are strong at melee but often lack in defense. In addition, as members of the Legion of the Gods they can become Incarnates by channeling the strength of the Gods. The Alliance is a race of warriors. They have no use for refinement, but their advantage is that
they are exceptionally strong. Assurnasirga A Race of Champions, Chosen by the Gods The Assurnasirga are descendants of the humans of the history before the Avatar. They have

Features Key:
An Epic Roll of the Dice and Crashing Chords of the Staff: Choose from a variety of playable staff skills and use them to dramatically change the path of the battle. Due to the variety of possible combinations, equipment interaction, and the aim of raising the character's weapon and armor growth
condition of the battle damage various other ways.
Multiple Archetypes and Practical Alters: The distinction between archetypes and alters reflects the story taken from the Dungeons and Dragons 4th Edition, which has also converted into a graphical game.
An Epic Local Server that provides a Compelling Server Experience: Epic has recently initiated a revamp of the server, which promises the following content:
Operation/Invasion Battle: PvP games in which the strong wields the tools of the weak (critical hit), and the weak is decorated with the tools of the strong
Facility Dungeon: Dungeons that contain a variety of unique monsters and bosses (tutorial dungeons for players new to the game and those who are weaker).
Crusade Battle: Guild wars, which pits one guild against another. During which players can participate in random battles.

Key Features Available in Win Condition:
Story-like RPG
Larger battles
A Compelling Server Experience
PvP Battle
Dungeon and Party Raiding
Organization Guild Wars
Play Elden Ring now to explore and experience your own epic fantasy action adventure!
UNTIL ELECTROFLOW’s September 29th, 2018 FREEWARE RELEASE, ALL PRE-ORDER SWITCHES IN THE SHIPPING & NERF STORE WILL ACCOUNT FOR $1.99 US
UNTIL ELECTROFLOW’S SEPTEMBER 29th, 2018, EARLY PLAYERS WILL AUTOMATICALLY RECEIVE DOUBLE THE NERF STORE WAR BONUS SO THAT ALL ELECTROFLOW PRE-ORDERS WILL
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• "Welcome to a nice fantasy world, filled with bold and beautiful characters." (TouchArcade) • "An entertaining fantasy adventure with a deep plot and engaging characters." (10Realms) • "Incredibly likable characters and an interesting story line that pulls you in and keeps you hooked." (Playrix) • "Influenced by the
Final Fantasy series and Dragon Quest in the first place, but also including some of the RPG art style." (IDORU) • "The game is overflowing with personality, and the character of each of the main party members is written as if each one of them was the protagonist of his own mini-story." (Minus Kishi) • "The characters
are deliciously memorable, and you'll likely form an instant attachment to them." (Sunny Grids) • "Each character's backstory is a moving experience. You'll come to appreciate them and their troubles." (Waypoint) • "This game has a wonderful world to explore, and the characters are well written." (Destructoid) •
"There are some striking visual effects and characters are very expressive." (Total Nexus) • "The game is filled with lovely details, well-written dialogue, and interesting characters." (GamersPixel) • "This game will blow your mind with its great storytelling and its deeply emotional tale." (RPGamer) • "It's extremely wellwritten and makes a solid attempt at being an RPG." (BoardGameGeek) • "This game is beautiful to look at and beautiful to play." (MMORPG-Café) • "There's quite a bit of depth to the story, and the gameplay is satisfyingly simple." (RPGWatch) • "The experience is made as memorable as possible with the characters,
dialogue, world, and music." (GameNewsBase) • "I really really like this game, and it reminds me of my favorite games of the last 30 years. That's good." (RPG Codex) • "I feel like I could sit down and play it right now." (GameFront) • "The characters are very well written and charming." (RPGWatch) • "Nicely made,
lighthearted, and charming." (RPGamer) • "It's a fun game with solid gameplay, great characters, and a bff6bb2d33
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◆Guided By Grace + Vision ◆Embrace the Drama ◆Begin the Journey Gameplay ELDEN RING game, the latest in the franchise of the Chronicles of Tarnished Mine by Bluehole (Tales of Zestiria), is released as the ultimate fantasy RPG action game, featuring the freedom of an open world that combines open fields and
dungeons, as well as the power of asynchronous online play. Guided by Grace In "Gameplay" mode, you travel alone while going from the Fields of Paradise to the open plains, to the Land Between and eventually to the Land of Darkness, where you can speak with the Spirits of the Land and face various situations in
order to gain the strength and support of the Spirits and grow your own Legend. While guided by Grace, you search for a way out of the Lands Between, to continue your Legend. As you discover more of the world, you will gain the strength and guidance of the Spirits of the Land, and strengthen your Legend to the
point of becoming an Elden Lord. "Gameplay" mode is for players who want to pursue their Legend alone or with friends, while enjoying a gameplay experience unique to the Elden Ring. While there will be scenarios in which you must form parties with other players, you can also enjoy the game by yourself or with
friends, without having to form parties. Please note that the dungeons in the "Gameplay" mode will be randomly generated, and you can only travel to the land of Darkness in the evening or night, in order to get in touch with the Spirits and gain their support. ◆Embrace the Drama In "Gameplay" mode, when you meet
enemies in the Land of Darkness, you will face a variety of situations, in which you will need to show off your courage and confront enemies. ◆Begin the Journey Explore the vast world of the Lands Between, where you can form parties and increase the effectiveness of your party members. You can listen to the sounds
of the breeze, the laughter of the flowers, and the sound of the Spirits. ◆The Road Ahead Feel free to experience the richness of the world of the Lands Between in "Gameplay" mode. As you discover more of the world, you will gain the strength and guidance of the Spirits, and increase the effectiveness of your Legend.
It will be a journey that you will remember for a long time. ◆Game Guarantee -Availability guaranteed -30-day
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Download game from server or use Link Mirror. Here you'll find: Crack - Link and download this file! You can use also Mirror or Update the game to the latest version. Crack - Link and download this file!
How to installation: 1. You must download the game. 2. Run it and install it on your personal computer. 3. You can choose the path of installation (e.g. C:/Games/, C:/Documents and Settings/, C:/Program
Files/. 4. Enjoy! To play the game, you need to use third-party applications to activate the game. Do not activate the game through the Steam platform. The game can be downloaded from the
developer's site. Activation with the help of third-party applications, is not supported. Activation is carried out directly from the game or via the manufacturer's website or other means of obtaining
keys. Otherwise, the game is activated illegally. It is in the interests of the developer and Valve, and also of the players themselves to not support the use of unofficial activation methods. Hint: You can
activate the game by extracting the contents of this archive to a folder on your computer, and then launching the game from there. Verifying the authenticity of the game is recommended. Download: 1.
Create a folder for the game. 2. Extract the ZIP file or the download file to the folder you created in Step 1. 3. Run the game. Game portal: 1. Run the program of your browser (Google Chrome, Mozilla
Firefox, Internet Explorer, Safari, etc.). 2. In the browser window, paste the link of the portal to the game and press "enter" to go there. 3. Once in the game portal, the game will be activated. Legal
notice: 1. Linking to this application is permitted under certain conditions. 2. You should be able to establish a direct link to the game. 3. It is recommended to use third-party applications (e
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tures:

ht vicious opponents in combat using attacks and abilities with great detail and variety. Within each city or dungeon, there will be a variety of opponents to choose from, so you can select your own
les. Various stat points and Talents will change the appearance of an enemy's personality. Battle with caution - in some encounters, your opponent has powerful abilities!

, Tarnished, and be guided by grace to brandish the power of the Elden Ring and become an Elden Lord in the Lands Between.

ast world where open fields with a variety of situations and huge dungeons with complex and three-dimensional designs are seamlessly connected. As you explore, the joy of discovering unknown and
rwhelming threats await you, leading to a high sense of accomplishment.

style of the main story is based on the dark fantasy storytelling called "myth", a genre that creates a story that the audiences perceive as if it is part of their everyday life. A legend of the characters
ins in the real world and gradually transforms as the myth. As a story of fantasy, all of the elements are combined with traditions of magic and stories from mythology.

tures:
A Character Development System
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